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The value of freight transport
An HGV is potentially one of the most
efficient and valuable uses of road space

But why do standard appraisal techniques not
reflect large values for road freight transport?
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WebTAG does not tell us the value of time of freight
“Freight transport” is identified in
statistics by the form of the vehicle.
But there is some evidence around
50% is worker transport, sometimes
with tools and materials

Passenger
Operating cost
of vehicle,
including
operating staff
Value of time of
passengers
Vehicle occupants are
divided into vehicle
operators and “pay‐
load”, and WebTAG tells
us the value of time for
each.

Freight
Operating cost
of vehicle,
including
operating staff
Value of time
of freight

E‐commerce is responsible for only a
small part of recent growth in freight
traffic, contrary to popular belief.
Grocery deliveries may even reduce
road usage, by avoiding trips to the
supermarket.

Vehicle occupants are
vehicle operators. The
“pay‐load” is the freight
itself..

WebTAG provides no
parameters.

Appraisals thus tend to miss the value
provided by roadspace to the freight itself
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Planned journey time has short‐ and long‐term costs
Planned Journey Time Costs
Type of cost
Short term cost of transport
Vehicle and
operative time
Short term cost of freight
Time sensitive
freight has very
specific costs
Long term costs

Business design
cost of dealing
with the situation

Approach
WebTAG
Difficult ‐ very specific to
the freight, hard to
sample and get an
average
Hague Consulting Group
(1998), Economic Cost of
Barriers to Road
Transport*

These costs are
experienced by consigners
and recipients, not the
freight transport provider.
The transport provider’s
price is related to the cost
of provision, because of
competition, not the value
to the buyer. So standard
survey approaches of
asking the transporter
miss the value.

Much freight, which is not very time-sensitive, has a low short
term cost of planned journey time. The true cost is concealed in
business design: businesses design in the freight transfer times
they have to deal with.
* It seems to be hard to locate this report, but its key conclusions are set out AC McKinnon (1998), The impact of
traffic congestion on logistical efficiency, Institute of Logistics Research, and mentioned in several other papers
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Unplanned journey time has short‐ and long‐term costs
Unplanned Journey Time Costs
Type of Cost
Short term cost of transport
Vehicle and
operative time
Short term cost of freight
Cost to consigner
and recipient
Long term costs
Business design
cost of dealing
with the situation

Approach
Fowkes et al 2004*
Fowkes et al 2004
Hague Consulting Group
(1998), Economic Cost of

Barriers to Road
Transport

Fowkes et al only addresses standard bulk freights in large
vehicles: how to treat smaller vehicles and their freight?

These costs are
experienced by consigners
and recipients, not the
freight transport provider.
The transport provider’s
price is related to the cost
of provision, because of
competition, not the value
to the buyer. So standard
survey approaches of
asking the transporter
miss the value.

Hague suggests that such long term costs of freight time amount
to about 1.2 times the short term costs of time. In reality it must
be sensitive to the specific city environment.
* A Fowkes, P Firmin, G Tweddle and A Whiteing (2004), How highly does the freight transport
industry value reliability – and for what reasons?, International Journal of Logistics 7(1)
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Freight service adds value in various ways
…but road space is limited in dense cities like London
Added values of freight service
Permitting denser development
Avoided cost of storage space
Avoided cost of inventory
Gain time to complete production
Avoiding making a journey yourself

The value of the road
space released by such
schemes is enjoyed by the
broader local community,
not the freight transport
provider. Thus we should
expect policies to be
underused unless the
community assists.

Reducing peak road occupancy
Unattended delivery at night
Revise night restrictions
Local concentration centres
Bicycle delivery
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CAMBRIDGE ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATES (CEPA)
Economic and financial policy consulting
• Established in
2001
• Around 40
consultants plus
network of
associates
• Offices in London
and Sydney
• Extensive
transport sector
expertise
• Projects spanning
highways, rail, air,
public transport
and freight

•

•

•
•
•
Advisors to private companies,
government, investors and regulators
•

www.cepa.co.uk

Regulation – pricing,
efficiency, markets,
finance,
performance
Public policy –
design, appraisal,
simulation and
evaluation
Project appraisal
Infrastructure
finance
Economic and
financial modelling
Work with transport
planners, engineers
and other advisors
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Contact Us

CAMBRIDGE ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATES
Queens House, 55‐56 Lincoln’s Inn Fields
London WC2A 3LJ
Tel: 020 7269 0210
Fax: 020 7405 4699
info@cepa.co.uk
www.cepa.co.uk
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